DATE: April 13, 2001

MACHINE: Hydra-Hammer, Model C, 99C Spike Driver

SERIAL NUMBER(S): All

SUBJECT: Modified Anvil Bodies – 10560020 10560032 10560034 10560036

The roll pin slot in these Anvil Bodies has been modified to extend the life of the anvil tip roll pin. The slot has been moved up from the end to provide additional clearance for the roll pin to prevent hammering forces from being applied to the roll pin. This has been found to be a major source of short roll pin life.

All 10560032 Anvil Bodies shipped after April 15, 2001 will be of the modified design. Older Anvil Bodies may be modified in the field by grinding approximately 1/16” from the top of the roll pin slot as shown.

Hole Grinding Detail